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Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20545
Docket No. 50-537
HQ:0:82:002

JUN 0 81982

Mr. Paul S. Check, Director

CRBR Program Office
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Paul,

Enclosed for your information are a description of the Clinch River Breeder
1

Reactor Plant steam generator test program and a detailed analysis of the

May 25, 1982, General Accounting Office report. If you require any additional

information on this subject, please contact me.

Sincerely,

$ . GtrL$tk_ -
Oohn R. Longen(gker

|
Acting Director, Office of the

Clinch River Breeder Reactor
Plant Project'

Office of Nuclear Energy
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Enclosure 1

CRBRP STEAM GENERATOR TESTING AND DESIGN EVOLUTION

COMPLETED TESTS
,

.

o Modular Steam Generator (1972-1974)

Results: Successful; No failure indications in 9300 sodium exposure hours,
4000 steaming hours.

o Hydraulic Test Model (1969-1976)

Results: Successful; Confirmed hydraulic acceptability of CRBRP
prototype steam generator.

Open Item: Flow-induced vibration of redesigned plant unit.

o Departure from Wucleate Boiling Test (1975-1976)

Results: Successful; Established corrosion allowances and acceptable
themal fatigue life.

o Themal Performance / Stability Test (1976-1977)

Results: Successful; Established heat transfer correlations.

Open Item: Need for orifices in evaporators.

o Few Tube Test Models (1978)

Results: Moderate success; Demonstrated integrity of the water-to-
sodium boundary with severe loading conditions. Insufficient design /
manufacturing tolerances and improper material selections resulted in
mechanical failure of some internals.

Open Item: Plant unit redesign to account for identified deficiencies.
i

| o Tube-Tubesheet Weld Qualification Tests (1976-1980)
|
l Results: Successful; Established manufacturing specifications and

procedures.

o Friction and Wear Testing (1973-1979)

Results: Successful; Established materials of construction for plant
units.

! Mechanical Properties Other Than Tube-Tubesheet (1968-1981)o

Results: Successful; Provided ASME Code design data base.j

I
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Sodium-to-Water Boundary Leak Testing (1974-Present)o

Results: Successful; Demonstrated conservatism of CR8RP design basis
leak, confirmed in-service inspection capability to detect tube degrada-
tion from leak growth and propagation. ,

Materials Design Model Verification (1977-1981)o

Resul ts: Successful, Provided high-temperature inelastic behavior model
for materials of construction of steam generator.

Scale Hydraulic Model feature Test (1980-1982)o

Re sults: Successful; Configurations of redesigned plant unit internals
were confirmed acceptable,

Mechanical Assembly Test (1982)o

Results: Successful; Manufacturability of key features of redesigned
plant unit was confirmed.

TESTS IN PROGRESS AND PLANNED

Prototype Steam Generator (1982-1983)o

Scope: Performance of 70 Mwt test of full size steam generator at
steady state and with selected transients.

Confirmation of design analytical methods and models,Expected Results:
resolution of need for evaporator orifices, further confirmation of1

'

integrity of water-to-sodium boundary.

Plant Unit Scale Model Flow-Induced Vibration Test (1982-1983)o

Scope: 1/3 size scale model water test up to 125 percent full power
fl ow.

Expected Results: Confirmation of absence of flow-induced vibration in
redesigned plant unit. Resolution of open item from hydraulic test model.

Water Flow Test of Plant Unit Spare (1984-1985)o

Full size water test of sodium side of plant unit up to 125Scope:
percent full power flow for superheaters.

Expected Results: Confirmation of 1/3 scale model flow-induced vibration
test.

_ - _ _ ._. . - .
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Pre-operation and Startup Testing of CRBRP Plant Unit Evaporator (1988-o
1989)

Scope: Themal/ hydraulic and transient testing with plant operating
conditions. ,

Expected Results: Confirmation of design margin in design
specification, final confimation of plant unit design.

Pre-operation and Startup Testing of CRBRP Plant Unit Superheatero
(1988-1989)

Scope: Flow-induced vibration testing to full sodium flow capability of
intermediate system, anticipated to be at least 110 percent full power
fl ow.

Expected Results: Confirmation of 1/3 scale model and plant spare water
test results.

CRBRP STEAM GENERATOR DESIGN EVOLUTION

Design Confimation Reviews

July 1978 Steam Generator Operations and Maintenance Review.o

Scope: Review of CRBRP plant operation and maintenance procedures for
steam generators.

Results: Identified procedure impacts on steam generator design to be
resolved through plant unit final design.

May 1979 Steam Generator Internals Independent Design Review.o

Scope: Independent steam generator designer / manufacturer review of 1979
design of plant unit for impact of Few Tube Test Model deficiencies.

Results: Identified design deficiencies to be corrected prior to plant
unit fabrication release.

September 1979 Steam Generator Pressure Boundary Independent Designo
Review

Scope: Independent steam gener; tor designer / manufacturer review of 1979
design of plant unit for impact of Few Tube Test Model deficiencies.

Results: Identified design deficiencies to be corrected prior to plant
unit fabrication release.

October 1981 Plant Unit Steam Generator Independent Design Reviewo

Scope: Independent steam generator designer / manufacturer review of
redesigned plant unit.

. _ _ .__ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ __- __ _ -
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Enclosure 2

DOE Comments on GAO May 25, 1982 Interim Report
" Revising the Clinch River Breeder Reactor'

Steam Generator Testing Program Can Reduce
Risk (GA0/EMD-82-75)"

.

-

>

General Comments

DOE's steam generator program is based on the most thoroughly reviewed
design and most complete tasting program ever carried out on a steam gener-
ator in history. This program is outlined in Enclosure 1. The program
includes materials qualification, design model verification, scale models,
full size unit and plant pre-operation and startup testing, all supporting

i

j the design in an integrated manner with findings of testing programs becoming
: an integral part of the design process. The success of this approach is

further assured by the involvement of the major US steam generator design
and fabrication companies.

The Project is taking an extremely cautious, conservative and prudent
approach to developing, fabricating and testing the CRBRP steam generators.
This approach is a well documented complete program supported by every large
component designer and fabricator consulted to date (including GAO's
own consultant). The CRBRP steam generator program approach is, in fact,
being copied by the other nations in the free world when developing their

,

programs. This fact is supported by the large number of infonnation
' exchanges taking place.
'

From the start of the program we wrote standards for the materials, testing
! and inspection of these critical components that were and still are the most'

'

stringent that have ever been used. For example, we purchased super refined,

materials (double vacuum remelt VAR and Electroslag remelt ESR ingots) for
i all sodium-water boundary materials. We instituted ultrasonic inspection

standards that are far more demanding than code requirements. We designed a
back-face weld to preclude any crevices on the water side of these units.
We used rod anode X-Ray equipment that will show a 0.002 inches diameter
porosity or inclusion. We post-weld heat treated the welds and used helium
leak testing, ultrasonic testing and dye penetrant inspection on the critical

*

tube to tubesheet welds.

It is certainly true that "all steam generator problems are not related to
design deficiencies and that testing cannot eliminate all elements of risk."
The facts are that insufficient attention to details such as materials,
welding, heat treating, quality assurance, water chemistry and acceptance
testing of the fabricated parts are the major causes of LMFBR steam generator
failures. It is difficult to see the wisdom of spending several times the
cost of 10 steam generators to test one when design or structural integrity"
problems usually do not show up for some period of time. Steam generators
are not usually tested for a sufficient time to show up these " structural
integrity problems." Most LMFBR steam generator problems arise from the
lack of attention to details cited above. The present steam generator

t
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program will confim " structural integrity" and the " ability to withstand
large temperature changes over a short period of time."

The CRBRP confidence in the steam generator program is supported by the
testing successes to date, and the comprehensive manner in which the Project
has been able to address the historical results of all predecessor steam
generator programs, both US and foreign. The position is supported by test
results to date, testing approaches for the other CRBRP components and the
CRBRP prototype steam generator designer / fabricator.

The CRBRP steam generator testing program, when combined with the exhaustive
independent design analyses and reviews by organizations not currently Project
participants, does minimize risk. All open concerns will be addressed by the
design / testing program. The structural integrity and the transient perfomance
capability will be demonstrated. This demonstration will be accomplished prior
to any substantive fabrication of the CRBRP steam generators.'

DOE disagrees completely with GAO's conclusions and contends:

The current prototype is prototypic of the current design and the'

o
testing of this unit should and will be done.

The present program for testing is adequate and prudent. The course' o
suggested by GA0 is very costly and is unnecessary.

o Due to the current low level of orders, the ten plant units can now be
purchased at an unusually competitive price.

All steam generators should be procured at this time.o

The steam generator program should continue on its present course ando
,

schedule.

Specific Comments

1. Page 2, 3rd paragraph 1st sentence " Developing and ...": should
read ". .. facing LMFBR's worldwide."

i

2. Page 2, 4th paragraph starting "We also ...": The GA0 ignored fundamental
conclusions provided by their consultant. The GA0 points out it employed
a consultant to assist in the technical aspects of the review. On page 9
GA0 admits its consultant agrees with the approach CRBRP is taking with

' the steam generator test program and is " confident that the steam generator,
,

as currently designed, will operate as predicted."

3. Page 2, 5th paragraph starting "The information ...": This is factually
incorrect. The GA0 chose what they wanted to include and editorialized

I from the test plan.
,

e
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4. Page 3, last sentence "In comparison to ...": This statement is
mi sl eading. The challenge may be greater because a leak causes a
potentially damaging sodium water reaction, however, it is less diffi-
cult to solve since sodium on the shell side is noncorrosive compared
to water. Sodium steam generators have not experienced the major
corrosion and denting problems which have been the primary cause of
water reactor steam generator problems. This challenge was recognized
early and as a result the CRBRP design has no crevices on the water
side and the welds are heat treated and meticulously tested to avoid
the deficiencies previously experienced in the USSR and United Kingdom.
Rigorous attention to design, fabrication and testing has been estab-
lished on the program to ensure structural integrity of the steam
generator.

5. Page 4, 2nd sentence " Sodium steam generator ...": This statement is
incorrect. The stresses in the CRBRP tubes separating the water from the
sodium are not " severe" as stated. Some water reactor steam generators,
on the other hand, have suffered failures in the small diameter U-bend
regions as a result of stresses approaching the material yield strength.
Care is taken in the sodium-heated steam generators to assure that this
type of severe situation does not occur.

6. Page 4, 3rd sentence "Even a small failure ...": This comment is
misleading and does not recognize that the CRBRP design provides for
the accommodation of leaks in such a way as to avoid " explosions" and
" fires". These safety systems have been demonstrated by numerous tests.
The sodium-water reaction may or may not cause further damage, depending
on how soon the leak is detected and terminated. The safety relief
system can accommodate very large leaks without a fire and explosion.
The extensive knowledge of sodium water reactions and their attendant
effect on LMFBR steam generators has provided full confidence in the
ability of the plant design to accommodate these potential reactions.

: 7. Page 1, 2nd paragraph starting " Steam generators ..." and page 4,
| 2nd paragraph "According to ...": The statements are simplistic,

misleading and in the last statement, if taken literally, incorrect.
Virtually no testing was done of the EBR-II steam generators, which have

,

i experienced no water-to-sodium leaks after more than 17 years of opera-
tion; whereas the steam generators for the BN-600 plant which started up'

recently had two failures within the first year of operation, even though
a prototype had been tested prior to their installation in thic plant.
The success of a steam generator development activity depends on many
factors besides conducting a large Compoonent Test, including the extent
of supporting R&D, the standards utilized, care and attention to detail
during design, fabrication, selection of materials, proper specification
of operational and maintenance requirements, etc. The CRBRP development
program embodies all the elements necessary to assure the requisite
quality and integrity of the plant steam generators.

|

|
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8. Page 4, 3rd paragraph starting " Smaller breeder reactors ...": Steam |
I

generator perforinances on other breeder reactors in the United States
show different experience from that cited by the GAO. The EBR-II has
operated for more than 17 years with only minor problems, and no water
to sodium leaks. .

9. Page 3, 3rd paragraph, last sentence "As recently as ...": The statement
is incorrect. The "two sodium leaks in a steam generator" did not cause
a fire. The GA0 report states that "As recently as April 1982, the
French demonstration breeder reactor was shut down because of two sodium
leaks in a steam generator which caused a fire."

In fact the total sodium released was less than 6 liters. The reactor
was shut down and the steam generator drained and isolated immediately
and without incident. Upon refilling with sodium and locating the
leak, a nitrogen pressure valve failed allowing sodium to leak to the
water side of the steam generator, filling a tube, and reaching a steam
valve. This steam valve was not designed to contain sodium and 5-6
liters was leaked into the steam generator building. The small fire
which resulted was extinguished in less than a minute by the automatic
fire suppression system. We were apprised of the event by Jean Petit
of L. Energie Atomique, who said the reactor could be on line immedi-
ately, but estimated it would be in service in less than 1-2 months.
The delay is for reasons other than the fire.

The problems with the Russian and British LMFBR steam generators were
associated with lack of attention to quality and metallurgical concerns
i.e., welding, inclusions, and lack of post weld heat treating.

10. Page 4, 4th paragraph, 1st sentence "In 1974 ...": The statement is
incorrect. We suggest this sentence should be changed to read- "In 1974,
AEC chose a steam generator design for use in the CRBRP based on the
successful testing of a 30 MWt Modular Steam Generator (MSG) designed and
fabricated by Atomics International. This 30 MWt MSG was successfully
tested in the Sodium Components Test Installation in 1973. This test
demonstrated that the hockey stick concept could be designed and built
to meet LMFBR requirements. The selection was made based on a fully
successful large scale test. In both this MSG test and the subsequent
CRBRP Few Tube Test Module tests in 1978 there were no cracks, no corro-
sion and no leaks in the sodium / water boundary in spite of the severe
transients seen by these units.

11. Pages 4, 4th paragraph, last sentence "Until 1982 ..." and accompanying
3 elements: The statement that "Until 1982, DOE's steam generator
development program consisted of three major elements." is incomplete and
does not reflect the extensive R&D and testing associated with the hockey
stick design.

These programs provide high confidence that the CRBRP steam generator
design will fully meet the specified requirements. The unit to be

- . . _ _ _ _ . . . . . , -. .. - - .-- . - - . - - . . _ - . - - . - -
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tested at ETEC is still sufficiently " prototypic" of the plant unit
design. As in the case of most prototypes, design refinements have been
made to enhance the reliability, perfomance and fabricability of the
plant units. All of these changes will be verified by key feature
testing and/or analyses. .

The purpose of building and testing the prototype steam generator also
includes demonstrating plant start-up procedures, inservice inspection
techniques and leak detectors.

12. Page 5,1st paragraph starting "CRBR officials ...": The statement is
incorrect. On August 25, 1981 Westinghouse requested approval for a flow
induced vibration test. The detailed Westinghouse technical recommenda-
tion was submitted on March 17, 1982, and DOE-PD approval was granted on
April 9, 1982. The April 9,1982 action was a decision point on these
tests which had been in the planning stage for a considerable length of
time. Furthemore, the reason for the 1/3 scale model flow test is to
verify calculations which show there is no problem with flow induced
vibration. There is no indication of a flow induced vibration problem:
The GAO report should make this clear.

I

13. Page 5, last paragraph starting " DOE's program for testing ...": The'

statement is a GA0 opinion and is incorrect. The bullets provided to
substantiate the statement are also incorrect and misleading. The DOE'

test program is not deficient.

i 1st bullet: The " deficiencies" cited in the first bullet for the-

FTTM were in fact corrected in the prototype. There were other items
which would be design improvements in the plant units that could not
be incorporated.

The " deficiencies" in the FTTM were: 1.) The lower shroud centering
bolts were tightened 1-3/4 turns instead of loosened 1-3/4 turns.
All centering bolts on the prototype have at least 0.020" clearance.
2.) The vibration suppressors on the FTTM were 2-1/4 Cr-1Mo and were
too closely spaced to the tubes. The material for the vibration
suppressors on the prototype was changed to Inconel 718 and the
clearances were increased.

2nd bullet: The prototype is not significantly different from the-

plant unit. The design is substantially the same. Some features
have been changed to improve reliability, perfomance and fabricability.

3rd bullet: The prototype test will simulate many of the plant-

I operating conditions. At the time the test was originally established
it was found that 60 percent power was adequate and sufficient, and
the results could be scaled. These findings are still valid.

4th bullet: The statement in the report is not factual. There are-

key feature tests, a 1/3 scale model test, the prototype, and the
plant unit with a hydraulic flow test on the sodium side. These

!
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tests will provide a reasonable assurance of a sound reliable design
in a timely manner.

14. Page 6,1st paragraph, 2nd sentence "Under nomal conditions ...":
The statement is incorrect. Model testing is nomally done at several
stages of prototype fabrication. The stat'ement may be an opinion as
to what might be done under ideal conditions, but is neither a norm,
necessary nor realistic.

15. Page 6,1st paragraph, 3rd sentence " Initial tests ...": The statement
is incorrect. The test was not teminated because of " deficient">

The test articles could have been repaired. The test wasperfomance.
terminated in order to determine design changes that were indicated for
the prototype and plant unit design.

16. Page 6,1st paragraph, last sentence " Subsequent examination ...": The

statement is incorrect. The proper words are:

"... because of inappropriate vibration suppressors tolerances and a
fabrication error of tightening, instead of loosening, three shroud-
to-shell spacer bolts."

17. Page 6, 2nd paragraph, 2nd sentence "As a consequence ...": The statement
is incorrect. The problems noted in the model steam generator which,

could affect the prototype test were corrected. Subsequent analyses'

showed that insufficient space was allowed in the prototype for the tubes
to expand or contract during large themal transients to prevent contact'

with the elbow shroud or the first tube spacer. This limitation could
not be corrected on the prototype unit.

18. Page 6, 2nd paragraph, 3rd sentence "Instead, major changes ...": The

statement is incorrect. The changes are not major. They are designi

refinements. A " major" change between the prototype and the. plant units
design is a welded steam head instead of a bolted steam head. This
change eliminated 6 gaskets per unit but does not impact prototypicality.

Page 6, 2nd paragraph, 4th sentence "Therefore, the prototype ...": The
19.

statement is incorrect. The prototype is prototypic of the plant units
in most features and does not contain those deficiencies that caused
failure of the FTTM model.

|

l
20. Page 6, 3rd paragraph starting " DOE officials ...": The statement in|

' the first sentence is incorrect. 00E officials did not conclude "that
the prototype might fail if tested to the limits originally specified to
simulate CRBRP operating conditions". The July 1981 documents referred
to was the testing specification for the prototype steam generator. It

,

was not the " revised test plan."
j

l

I

\
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21. Page 6, 3rd paragraph, last sentence "The revised test plan ..." and
accompanying bullets: The statcments are incorrect.

1st bullet: The structural integrity of the unit will be tested.
The majority of of integrity failures which have occurred in LMFBR
steam generators, both domestically and abroad, have been related to
material and fabrication deficiencies' and design deficiencies
(vibration, erosion) not associated specifically with large themal
transients. No LMFBR powerplant steam generator failure has been
identified to date, the cause of which can be attributed to inability

| of the design to accommodate thermal transients.
|

| 2nd bullet: The "large temperature changes over a short period of
time" was not the cause of the FTTM test temination. DOE has
included significant transient tests in the prototype test. The GA0
was infomed of this.

22. Page 6, last paragraph, "In addition ...": The prototype test was never
! intended as the primary method of demonstrating acceptability from a
|

flow induced vibration standpoint. Water testing is adequate, was
used for the design currently embodied in the prototype, and is used in
steam generator development programs world-wide since the necessary
instrumentation and over-testing normally can not be provided in a
prototype test. There is no reason to suspect a problem with flow
induced vibration. Both the test and the design analysis work indicate
this is not a problem. The extensive water test program includes a
substantial effort to verify this result. This is because of the conser-
vative approach taken, not because DOE expects a problem.

23. In a general reply to the assertions made on page 6, the CRBRP hockey
stick design has been extensively analyzed and supported by numerous
feature tests. A large number of these supporting tests (e.g., hydraulic
model tests) were specific to features of the prototype design. The
prototype is full size with 757 tubes. The changes between the prototype
and the plant units are primarily 1) replacing bolted connections by more
reliable weldnents, 2) improving materials compatibility, and 3) loosening
tolerances to enhance fabricability, perfomance and reliability.

|
24. Page 7,1st paragraph starting "As currently planned ..." and 3rd paragraph,

; 1st four sentences: The statements give an inaccurate perspective of the
test program. The DOE has evaluated the need for a number of testing
options and variations, starting in 1973 and continuing to the current
time. The conclusion of these reviews is that the current test plans are
adequate and sufficient to prove the required results. There is no need
for a full scale test of the first plant unit--such a test is not
technically justifiable.

DOE suggests that an objective assessment of the CRBRP steam generator
test program should be included, which reflects the completed and planned
DOE testing program. The detailed DOE testing program description was
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! provided to GA0 in draft form in February 1982, as a revised draft in
March 1982, and in final form May 18, 1982. There were no substantial

,

changes between the first draft and the final test plan.i

25. Page 7, 2nd paragraph,1st sentence "The one-third scale ..." and
3rd paragraph,1st four sentences: The statement is misleading and
incorrect. Structural integrity is to be verified by the prototype
test and other key feature tests. The 1/3 scale model is to confirm
flow induced vibration analyses. It is not intended to test " structural
in tegri ty."

26. Page 7, last paragraph starting " Clinch River project ...": The GA0
should provide DOE a copy of their consultants report, which we understand
was issued in February 1982. Since the consultants report is mentioned
it would appear reasonable to include it in the report. It is not clear
why the GA0 has not considered the conclusions of their consultant beyond

i a simple statement that "He agrees with DOE...".
,

27. Page 8, 2nd paragraph " DOE's prime contractor ...": The statements are
; incorrect. Prototype tests by themselves rarely validate all features of

a design. Their purpose and utility must be viewed in the context of the
total test program used to confirm the design. The program that supports
the CRBRP is well conceived, extensive and provides adequate information
to qualify the design. It includes a 1/3 scale model test for flow
induced vibration testing. This feature test was under consideration for
more than a year and recommended formally to DOE by Westinghouse in March

1 1982. This test, together with the planned full size hydraulics test of
a plant unit at 125 percent of full power flow, will provide complete
confirmation of the absence of flow induced vibration in the design. A
1/3 scale model for testing structural integrity was never proposed nor
felt necessary by Westinghouse.t

:

28. Page 8, 3rd paragraph starting "In a February ...": Atomics International
(AI) is a division of ESG, the operator of ETEC. The firm has strong
testing capability and lean toward testing. The AI letter represents
AI's judgement which could be influenced by that philosophy. The GA0's
draft indicates that the GA0's consultant, to whom the letter was directed,
agrees with DOE and not with the Al letter. DOE transferred design
responsibility for the steam generator trom AI to Westinghouse, and
Westinghouse subsequently made changes in design features to improve
reliability, performance and fabricability. Westinghouse does not see
the need for testing a plant unit at ETEC. Even AI has not suggested
that fabrication of plant units be held up until another unit is tested
at ETEC. The Westinghouse changes will be verified by key feature
testing.

29. Page 8, 4th paragraph starting "In addition to ...": This presents a
grossly distorted picture of the cost impacts outlined. The impact of a
full power first article steam generator test is estimated by DOE to
delay criticality of CRBR by a minimum of 26 months and have a minimum
overall cost impact of $350-400 million. This includes $115 million to

|
.

O
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modify the ETEC facility for 117 MWt full flow testing and the cost of
physically conducting the tests. The GAO is incorrect in ,tating that
testing the CRBRP first plant unit at ETEC would eliminate the need for
completing the prototype test. The opposite is true in the opinion of
the technical experts. The prototype as pointed out earlier is still
prototypic of the plant units and will be: tested in 1982-1983. The
earliest we could test the first article would be 1985-86. DOE strongly
believes the best approach is to test the prototype (including transient
tests), 90nduct feature tests on design changes on the scale model
(hydraulic tests), conduct hydraulic flow tests of an early plant unit
in M85-86 at 125 percent full power flow, and detailed preoperational
and startup tests on the highly instrumented unit at both design and
off-design conditions with full interaction of all plant systems.

30. Page 8, last paragraph starting "In lieu of tests ...", and following
paragraph on page 9: The GA0 report does not recognize that in order to
obtain a guarantee of the sort referred to here, any vendor would have
to charge the government a substantial amount of money to guarantee such
first of a kind equipment over its 40 year life of plant operation. More
fundamentally, the GA0 did not consider that guarantees are not appropri-
ate or obtained for developmental equipment used in demonstration plants.

31. Page 10, 2nd paragraph starting "We recognize ...": DOE disagrees
completely with GA0's conclusions and contends:

The current prototype is prototypic of the current design and theo
testing of this unit should and will be done.

The present program for testing is adequate and prudent. The courseo
suggested by GA0 is very costly and is unnecessary.

Due to the current low level of orders, the ten plant units can nowo
be purchased at an unusually competitive price.

All steam generators should be procured at this time.o

l The steam generator program should continue on its present courseo
and schedule.

The CRBRP steam generator testing program, when combined with the
exhaustive independent design analyses and reviews by organizations not
currently Project participants, does minimize risk. All open concerns
will be addressed by the design / testing program. The structural integrity
and the transient perfonnance capability will be demonstrated. This
demonstration will be accomplished prior to any substantive fabrication

i

of the CRBRP steam generators.

._ __ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ . . . .


